Chain of Shadows (Blood Skies, Book 6)

The barrier between worlds has been
broken, and the invasion is about to begin.
Eric Cross, burdened by the loss of those
whove died under his command, must lead
his recently reunited mercenary team
against the shadow wolf sorcerers known
as the Maloj. Bound to dire artifact blades
and charged with protecting the Kindred,
Cross seeks help from the enigmatic White
Mother, leader of the Southern Claw. But
sinister forces bring his vessel down in a
strange and distant land, and soon Cross
and his allies are beset by undead armies
vying for control of the deadly region
called the Chain of Shadows. Trapped in a
desert waste where wielding magic is
dangerous and nothing is as it seems,
Crosss team will pay the ultimate price in
their battle to finally get home... Return to
the world After the Black in this pivotal 6th
book of the BLOOD SKIES saga!
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